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STATEMENT FROM THE CEO
2020 has to be the most unusual year of my long career in the wine world. Despite a very positive beginning to the year and strong performance with the Burgundy En Primeur campaign,
the rest of 2020 has been more challenging than any of us could have imagined. Covid-19 has
dominated the agenda for most of the year, with the uncertainties posed by Brexit gaining
momentum in the final quarter.
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WINE MARKET RESILIENCE

Fortunately for Oeno and our investment clients, the wine investment sector is resilient and
resourceful with a proven track record of performing well even during periods of extreme
economic turbulence. While the effective shutdown of the hospitality trade has made it difficult for the wider industry, changing consumer habits have meant an uptick in consumption
at home. As a company I’m proud to say we have managed to do extremely well in terms of
return on investment across our client portfolios.

COMPANY UPDATE

2020 has also been a very exciting and dynamic time for Oeno as we continue to expand into
new markets. In September we consolidated our presence in Italy with a beautiful event at the
Casinò Di Venezia held during the Venice International Film Festival. This was a great opportunity to meet with our esteemed clients and help support the City of Venice at this difficult
time with a highly successful charity auction generously sponsored by our winery partners
all over the globe. We have also continued to expand internationally with a new office in the
United States which has become a very important market for Oeno. Growth has continued in
Europe as Oeno has begun to establish a strong presence in Spain and Germany.
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SUPPORT FOR THE TRADE

2020 has been an extremely difficult year for the hospitality sector, and Oeno has worked hard
to support our trade clients wherever possible. One outstanding initiative has been our revolutionary consignment service which helps restaurants minimise outgoings and manage cash
flow. The consignment of fine wine is managed on site by the venue’s head sommelier with
payment only due upon liquidation of the stock. This enables restaurants to maintain a cellar
of iconic wines without having to pay hefty sums up front.

ANTI FRAUD UNIT

Another new development for this year has been our dedicated Anti Fraud Unit headed up by
Mattia Tabacco. Our fine wine team stringently inspect and certify every wine we purchase
on the secondary market to ensure the best protection for our clients’ portfolios. “After a year
of intensive research and development,” comments Mattia Tabacco, “Oeno has achieved an
industry-first with the launch of our Anti-Fraud Unit. Our stringent certification process incorporates techniques employed by leading wine fraud experts over the globe. We have made
it our mission to give our clients complete peace of mind with every investment they make
with us, as well as committing to fighting wine fraud to make the wine industry a safer place
for everyone.”
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OENOHOUSE

Looking forward to what is to come, many of you will know that we have been bragging about
the grand opening of OenoHouse for a while now. Following a short delay imposed by the
Covid-19 pandemic, we can’t wait to welcome our clients and partners to our new home in
the Royal Exchange in 2021. OenoHouse will be our very first wine shop, with further venues
planned for other major cities in Europe and beyond in the coming years. Thanks to the support of our clients, OenoHouse will boast one of the most exciting collections of iconic wines
in the world.
I know I speak for all the team when I say I can think of no better way to celebrate the end of
the Covid-19 pandemic by raising a toast to each and every one of our esteemed clients in our
new brand-new home in 2021.
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DA N I E L WA L K E R
Head of Investment

FINE WINE MARKET
PERFORMANCE 2020
The best word to describe 2020 has to be ‘unprecedented’. Financially speaking it’s been one of
the most fragile years in recent memory. Investments across the board have been shaken by
the global pandemic, while Brexit, unrest in the Far East and a US general election have also
weighed in on the global political and economic landscape.
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It’s also the first time the UK has officially gone into a recession for a decade, suffering its biggest slump on record between April and June as people went into lockdown. In the 1930s GDP
contracted by 8.5%; we called that a depression. In 2008 GDP contracted by 2.5%; we called
that a recession. In 2020 GDP contracted by 33%, a downturn so severe we don’t yet have a
name for it.

WINE DEMONSTRATES
CHARACTERISTIC RESILIENCE

Despite the devastating impact of the Covid-19 crisis, the silver lining for our investors has
been seeing first hand how resilient the fine wine market is. Wine performance over the past 10
years has been robust and has historically performed well during uncertain times. While other
investment classes have shown dramatic volatility across 2020, wine sales remained relatively
stable. Towards the end of the year all major Liv-ex indices have shown gains through 2020.

The Liv-ex 100 has not only outperformed the Hang Seng, the FTSE100 and the DAX across
the whole of 2020, but also remained far more stable throughout the year. All other indices
showed huge troughs early in the year, albeit recovering strongly in line with vaccine development. As the world starts its long, slow recovery from the pandemic, fine wine is in a good
place as a stable and resilient alternative to more traditional investment types.
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OENO PORTFOLIO VS MARKETS

Oeno portfolio includes: Screaming Eagle 2013, Clos Rougeard Les Poyeux 2002,
Domaine de la Romanée-Conti Romanée-Saint-Vivant 2009,
Henri Gouges Nuit-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Les Pruliers 2011, Sassicaia 2013
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DIGITAL SALES

With Europe in and out of lockdowns throughout the year the real winners this year have been
digital and automated trades. These trades accounted for a record 40% of transactions in the
secondary market by November, or a threefold increase on 2019. With digital and automation
allowing more people into the market, liquidity has increased allowing prices to stabilise. The
total value of bids and offers reached a record high of £83 million, a £33 million increase on 2019.
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DIVERSIFICATION

The fine wine market has continued to reduce its exposure to Bordeaux which accounted for
more than 95% of trade ten years ago. Bordeaux market share for fine wines fell from an average of 54.4% in 2019 to 42.2% in 2020. The increasingly diverse ‘Rest of the World’ category
has seen greater demand than ever before, up from 0.8% in 2010 to 5.6% in 2020. Overall a
spread of fine wine from across the world is buffering the fine wine market from external pressures, namely the 25% tariffs imposed by the US on French, Spanish and German wines and
global reactions to the pandemic.
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WHICH WINES

Wines from countries exempt from the 25% tariffs have taken full advantage. For the first time
Champagne outperformed all other fine wine regions over the year while Italy also performed
well. Rhone was the third biggest riser. As the market continues to diversify, so the most-traded wines by value follow suit with a range of regions making Liv-ex’s top ten list.

MOST-TRADED WINES ON LIV-EX DURING 2020

1. Giacomo Conterno, Barolo Monfortino Riserva 2013
2. Château Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac 2016
3. Taittinger, Comtes de Champagne Blanc de Blancs 2008
4. Dom Perignon 2008
5. Louis Roederer, Cristal 2012
6. Tenuta San Guido, Bolgheri Sassicaia 2017
7. Château Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac 2010
8. Antinori, Toscana Tignanello 2016
9. Petrus, Pomerol 2016
10. Harlan Estate, Napa Valley 2016
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Similarly, the biggest price risers illustrate ongoing market diversification, with Italy starting
to dominate:

TOP TEN PRICE PERFORMERS
ON LIV-EX 1000 INDEX IN 2020

1. Château L’Eglise-Clinet, Pomerol (Bordeaux) 37.0%
2. Tenuta San Guido, Bolgheri Sassicaia 2013 (Italy) 30.7%
3. Bollinger, La Grande Année 2008 (Champagne) 27.4%
4. Château La Conseillante, Pomerol 2009 (Bordeaux) 24.4%
5. Antinori, Toscana Solaia 2013 (Italy) 24.1%
6. Vega Sicilia, Ribera del Duero Unico 2008 (Spain) 22.8%
7. Antinori, Toscana Tignanello 2013 (Italy) 21.8%
8. Vieux Telegraphe, Chateauneuf-du-Pape
La Crau Rouge 2016 (Rhône) 20.9%
9. Dom Perignon 2006 (Champagne) 20.0%
10. Antinori, Toscana Tignanello 2016 (Italy) 19.2%
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BREXIT IMPACT ANALYSIS

At the time of writing this in mid-December 2020 It seems increasingly likely that the UK will
leave the EU at the end of the year without a trade deal which would severely impact all sectors
of the economy. Meanwhile, across the water it has been reported that the Biden administration is keen to end the 25% US import tariff on several European wines imposed in October
2019. How will this ongoing projected economic and political upheaval across the world impact wine?
Exactly how any of this will play out long term is still very uncertain but as with all uncertainties the factors at work will likely send shockwaves through all investments. Clearly there will
be a significant impact on wine imports and exports between the UK and EU, but how this will
affect wine investments is a question many are still grappling with. Back in February, when a
trade deal looked more likely, the Wine Trade Monitor predicted that Brexit would primarily
benefit wine-producing countries outside Europe with 53% of wine trade professionals surveyed forecasting growth for Chilean wines, 45% for Australian wines and 40% for Argentinian wines. Additionally, 79% of people surveyed predicting ‘healthy growth’ for local English
sparkling wines.
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Liv-Ex have reported that the cost of moving wine between the EU and the UK may well increase significantly and impact fine wine most of all. While the UK imports 99% of its wine –
and over half of that comes from Europe – the UK is also a major re-exporter of fine wine and
with 90% of wine traded on Liv-Ex coming from Europe there is much uncertainty on how
Brexit will impact the market. While a Brexit no deal remains on the table there is little doubt
that all investment classes have uncertain outcomes for the next 12-24 months.

OUTLOOK

The Knight Frank Wealth Report believes that the rise in interest for the wine market is more
about broadening global interest in collectable wines, and the beginnings of more efficient
secondary market sales channels which make it easier to reach a wider audience of buyers and
as such the market is well prepared for moving forward into 2021 and heading off any ‘no deal’
headwinds. Wine has shown itself to be resilient over the one of the most momentous years.
The pandemic has forced the industry to adapt to changing trading ecosystems, to digitise, diversify and expand its base, while at the same time investors have been drawn to the resilience
of the market. While a no deal Brexit could create challenging conditions for the fine wine
market into 2021, the gains made over 2020 in terms of market structure looks set to provide
a strong base to overcome any potential challenges.
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TOP PERFORMERS 2020
HENRI JAYER ECHEZEAUX GRAND CRU 1995
OenoFuture’s wine of the year is the extremely rare Henri Jayer Echezeaux Grand Cru 1995
with record-breaking price growth of 113.07% across 2020. Just a handful of these bottles still
exist making this one of the rarest wines on the planet. It’s also one of the best wines on the
market according to WineLister who included the bottle on their Top 5 Burgundy Grand Crus
ranking with a near-perfect 983 score out of 1000.
Overall it’s been a great year for Burgundy, not least because the region’s annual En Primeur or
“Futures” campaign took place as normal in January shortly before the global outbreak of the
pandemic. Their Bordelais cousins were not so lucky with the traditional April campaign delayed and staggered across early summer instead. OenoFuture recently compiled an industryleading six-figure portfolio composed entirely of iconic Burgundy wines which all have a cult
following on the secondary market.
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TOP PERFORMERS 2020
ARTADI EL CARRETIL 2017
Artadi is regarded as something of a maverick producer thanks to their bold decision to withdraw from the Rioja appellation in 2015. This controversial choice has allowed the winery to
continue creating their remarkable single vineyard wines free from the rigid regulations of the
appellation’s governing body.
Their El Carretil 2017 is this year’s star performer with a dramatic price rise of 69.49%. Crafted
from a prime single vineyard plot in Laguardia, this stunning wine was awarded a 96-point
score by Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate and 97 points from Spain’s Guía Peñin wine guide.
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TOP PERFORMERS 2020
HENRI GIRAUD ARGONNE 2004
A surprise entry at number three is Henri Giraud’s masterful Argonne Champagne which
rocketed 66.67% during 2020. Champagne has been steadily climbing up the ranks in recent
years as more and more collectors discover the delights of delicious mature Champagnes from
France’s blue chip producers. Often likened to Krug for their use of barrel ageing, Henri Giraud sources top quality wood from the Argonne oak forest and has even partnered with the
French National Forest Office to protect this precious natural resource.
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TOP PERFORMERS 2020
PENFOLDS BIN 707 CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2016
Next up is Australia’s premier winery, Penfolds, with their magnificent Bin 707 Cabernet Sauvignon 2016 up 38.66% over the last year. OenoFuture has a sweet spot for this historic brand
since our resident Ozzie and Master of Wine Justin Knock worked for them for several years
prior to becoming our Chief Wine Analyst.
Penfolds has done well this year with the winery setting a new record over the summer for the
most expensive bottle of Australian wine ever sold. The title was clinched by a rare bottle of
Penfolds Grange 1951 which sold at auction for AU$103,555 (£57,576). Just 20 bottles of the
1951 Grange are thought to exist across the world.
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TOP PERFORMERS 2020
DRC ROMANÉE-SAINT-VIVANT 2009
Oeno’s list of winning wines wouldn’t be complete without a mention of the world’s most famous winery, the legendary Domaine de la Romanée-Conti. Known simply as DRC by wine
aficionados, the domaine’s wines rank amongst the world’s most expensive; in 2018 the record
for the most expensive bottle ever sold was broken by two bottles of 1945 Romanée-Conti
which fetched $558,000 and $496,000 at a Sotheby’s auction in New York.
Last year their Echezeaux 2012 was one of the top performing Burgundies for 2019 with growth
of 15.8%, but this year it’s the turn of DRC Romanée-Saint-Vivant 2009 with an impressive
29.70% growth. This magnificent bottle comes with a five-figure price tag which reflects DRC’s
blue chip status amongst collectors all over the globe. It’s also proof that deep-pocketed buyers
are willing to pay even more to secure these rare bottles despite the ongoing economic impact
of the Covid-19 pandemic.
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M I K E H E F F E R NA N
Chief Financial Analyst

FINANCIAL MARKETS
REPORT 2020
If a bunch of fiction writers had got together on New Year’s Eve 2019 to write a script for the
year ahead, they would have been pretty hard pushed to come up with something like 2020.
The year kicked off with investors optimistic about what lay ahead; now most are just hoping
2021 will be an easier ride.
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When the World Health Organisation first mentioned Covid-19 in January, no one paid much
attention given at that time it seemed localised to China. The stock markets set new all-time
highs in the US and a few European ones followed suit. Yet by March the WHO was calling
Covid-19 a pandemic. In a matter of weeks the world’s economy crashed, and the stock markets tumbled with it.
Investors were then treated to an unprecedented level of fiscal and monetary support. Whilst
the world’s economy struggled to regain its footing, the stock markets enjoyed the TINA effect (There Is No Alternative) and began an uncanny impersonation of One Direction. New
all-time highs in the US markets dragged some European ones with them, with the FOOTSIE
suffering from Brexit uncertainty and unable to join in. It is hard to reconcile the new all-time
highs in the US markets with the fact that there are still over 10 million American unemployed, many of whom face losing their homes when mortgage holidays finish.
The UK currently has 1.8 million people on mortgage holiday. Thanks to the government’s
furlough scheme, unemployment has not risen anyway near as much as was forecast. It is currently 5% compared with forecasts for 12% issued by the Bank of England and leading economic houses. It will probably increase another percentage point or two as the tier restrictions
over the Christmas period mean many businesses, especially hospitality and shops, lose their
most profitable earning period.
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At the time of writing Brexit is still not sorted, even by European Union standards of doing
things at the very last moment. It is getting almost impossible for a deal to be agreed and ratified by all the parliaments by the year end. Should a deal be cobbled together, the Footsie has
plenty of room to rise; it is at its cheapest ever level against its peers with a 20% increase within
the realms of possibility.
Should a deal fail to be reached it will fall, but not that much. 70% of earnings for Footsie
companies are in foreign currencies which will increase in value as the pound gets devalued.
The Bank of England will increase its Quantitative easing and reduce interest rates. The big
question is whether they dip into negative territory. Japan’s 30 year experiment with negative
interest rates can hardly be classed a success.
The US election result has now formally been declared with Trump still insisting he did not
lose. The good news for investors was the Democrats falling to gain a “clean sweep” of the
House of Representatives, the Senate and the Presidency. This means that the more extreme
left-wing elements of their party will be held in check, thus creating a more friendly environment for investors. Big tech still faces challenges, including break-up threats, and certainly the
prospect of more taxes.
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While the corporate tax rate will rise in the US, the UK may well decide to leave it where it is
as it tries to attract business to the UK after Brexit. The central banks have not finished their
largesse nor have governments, so even though the second COVID-19 wave is turning out to
be worse than the first, the markets will not drop off too far. The ambitious planned vaccination program will help a return to some sort of normality by next summer, but there are still
the issues of Brexit, US-China relations, Iran and its neighbour’s relations, and national and
corporate debt levels to worry about.
As we reach the end of 2020 and breathe a welcome sigh of relief, we can be sure of one thing;
2021 will not be such a roller coaster as 2020.
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J U ST I N K N O C K

Chief Wine Analyst & Master of Wine

REGIONAL REPORTS
CALIFORNIA, AUSTRALIA & GERMANY
It’s unlikely we will see a year quite like 2020 ever again (fingers crossed). The dislocating impact of COVID-19 has been devastating for some and a boon for others. Oenogroup’s diversified business arms have been essential to thriving in this most strange of years.
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With central London hospitality all but shut for much of the year, it’s no surprise that our
Trade arm has generated neither the business nor exit opportunities that we had planned in
January. Yet while the on-trade has been brutalised, OenoFuture has thrived with a series of
stunning collections sourced from Burgundy, Italy and Spain contributing to a bumper year
for the world’s best wines and long-term investors.

CALIFORNIA

Investment opportunities outside of classic European wine regions are growing, and while
Australia and Chile have a number of blue-chip producers, it’s the US, and California in particular, where the greatest breadth and depth of investment-grade wines can be found.
Oeno has expanded its access to top wines from California over the past 12 months. Benchmarks like Cardinale and the elite Verité wines are familiar, so too is Inglenook Rubicon – an
important, historic name that is once again a rising force in Napa – which has joined the more
liquid market of Bordeaux’s La Place alongside Opus One and Joseph Phelps.
Alpha Omega’s wines were launched earlier this year for the first time in the UK, and Oeno
recently acquired a significant parcel from Cervantes – an exciting new name in Napa’s Pope
Valley that we think will be warmly received by clients and trade alike.
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A sign of our intent with California came with the purchase of a barrel of Stag’s Leap Block 2
Fay Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon at February’s Napa Valley Vintners Auction, which sold out
in one morning. The flagship project of the year was putting together a vertical of 8 vintages
of Screaming Eagle in magnum, including the 1992 and 1993 – the first two vintages. Further
allocations of Harlan, Promontory, Opus One and Diamond Creek have complemented the
centre-piece purchases. As we conclude 2020 we find that California represents close to 10%
of the value of our turnover, with clear opportunities to grow in 2021.
In 2021 we can see that much of the interest in California will be driven by the 2018 vintage,
a textbook mild, dry year quite unlike any of the previous years this decade that has produced
effortlessly beautiful wines with great perfume and clarity. They are most similar in style to the
2016s, in my opinion the best vintage of the decade in Napa. We may see much more interest
in California for investment, particularly if Brexit-led trading barriers continue cloud the situation in Europe.
The fading strength of the US dollar will also make Californian wine a much more interesting
investment purchase and Californian producers will be attracted by the potential for strong
export income. While the likes of Burgundy and Italy play to the wine buying team’s natural
strengths, I can see significant opportunities from my areas of expertise in California and
other parts of the new world. We will be dedicating more resource to California in 2021 and it
will feature in the first of our special reports next year.
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AUSTRALIA

Australia’s twin legendary producers Penfolds and Henschke have established a foot-hold in
our portfolio and continue to be excellent long-term acquisitions. Changing the game for 2021
is Australia’s falling out with China, its largest trading partner, where enormous tariffs have
been slapped on Australian wine. No doubt there will be renewed efforts from Australian producers to reconnect with other export markets like the UK, Europe and the US so we expect to
find plenty of opportunities coming our way.
Australia’s fine wine credentials have been enhanced by the addition of several names to Bordeaux’s La Place (Jim Barry Armagh, Cloudburst and Wynn’s John Riddoch) which are great
examples of a rich and deep history of fine wine production yet still relatively unknown outside of Australia.
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GERMANY

And much closer to home we have rare and niche gems from Germany, where the world’s
longest-lived sweet wines are made. Wines like Egon Muller’s Scharzhofberger Trockenbeerenauslese are as much of a mouthful in the glass as they are to say and made in absolutely tiny
quantities – typically 40-80 litres in a good year! Rare formats are almost singular in number
and can go for thousands per bottle, far outstripping many Burgundies. These wines can live
for more than 100-years, genuine liquid gold that holds well and rises in value much faster
than the comparatively common lustrous metal.
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OL I V I E R G AS SE L I N
Head of Trade

REGIONAL REPORTS
FRANCE, CHINA,
LEBANON & SOUTH AFRICA
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BORDEAUX

In the early part of 2020, the talk in Bordeaux has been about how to curb the constant loss of
market share of top Bordeaux chateaux to fast rising Old World and New World regions. Burgundy has dominated, overtaking Bordeaux in value for the first time ever, while top Italian,
Spanish and California wines performed strongly across the year.
As for the rest of the wine world, the impact of the pandemic was immediate with an unprecedented drop of sales impacting the most famous wine region in the world. As weeks passed
it became clear that even the key moment of the year for Bordeaux, the annual En Primeur or
“Futures” campaign would not go ahead as planned.
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After delays the campaign finally took place at the end of May into early June. On the back of
two previous vintages (2017 & 2018) where new highs were attained in terms of pricing, the
‘Bordelais’ community decided to release the 2019s En Primeur at an average of 30% below
their previous releases, resulting in a huge surge of interest for investors. It was a bold move
that helped save the year financially for both producers and merchants.
In other company news, we have also started distributing three new Bordeaux wineries which
we have been extremely excited to share with our investors: Château Barde-Haut and Poesia in
Saint-Emilion and Clos L’Eglise in Pomerol.
As we head into 2021 we are in the run for third great Bordeaux vintage in a row with the
2020s. We are very much looking forward to offering a wide selection from the region’s top
chateaux when they are released in next year’s En Primeur campaign.
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BURGUNDY

Burgundy started the year very strongly with great results versus their illustrious Bordeaux
competitors, and given the scarce quantities available, very consistent performance throughout the year. The lesser known producers have suffered more than Blue chip wineries, with
export at a standstill and the French local market going completely flat for months.
As far as Oeno is concerned, our Burgundy selection has increased ten-fold in terms of the
finest and rarest wines from DRC, the likes of Henri Jayer and Domaine Armand Rousseau
which we started to purchase in quantity from May onwards. We now manage hundreds of
the most sought-after bottles on the market, many of which are destined for the forthcoming
opening of our first OenoHouse project in the City of London, and its soon-to-be exceptional
selection of the rarest of wines.
In terms of winemaking, Burgundy has seen a very strong year which capped a pretty exceptional decade of production. Production quantities of great wines have been very acceptable
following on from 2019 where quantities were badly affected by frost and hail. Again, we are
looking forward to being able to offer some of our favourite producers early next year during
the Burgundy En Primeur campaign.
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CHAMPAGNE

Champagne has surely been one of the worst hit regions this year due to the almost cessation
of business in the restaurant and hotel trade which has impacted supply, distribution and exports from the region.
Despite these negatives, we have had a successful year in Champagne terms with the acquisition and sales of our exclusive agency in the UK Brimoncourt which offers incredible value for
money. Trading has also been strong for the Blue chip Dom Perignon Brut and P2 (Plenitude
2), Krug and Salon.
The vintage this year seems to have been successful, but patience will be required before we
see it on our shores. The current vintage usually trading for top Champagne Houses is 2012,
so only time will tell. Next year should see things getting back to normal and we hope Brimoncourt will be listed in numerous top restaurants and hotels soon. Another Champagne
producer will be looked at in the early part of next year, so watch the space!
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LOIRE VALLEY

Another badly hit region this year has been the Loire Valley whose main market are retailers
and restaurants, with the additional impact of Trump tariffs flattening out any business in its
main market, the US. Château de la Roulerie and Domaine de Pallus, our two main partners
in the Loire, have made ends meet throughout the year relying heavily on their French clients
to counteract the lack of activity worldwide. For us things have been topsy turvy with Loire
Valley wines with a strong focus on private client sales for home consumption which will grow
and develop over the next few months with the opening of OenoHouse.
Next year we will be adding a new Loire Valley winery to our portfolio: Domaine des Roches
Neuves in Saumur which produces some of the best Cabernet Franc wines in the region and
arguably the greatest Chenin Blanc in the country.
The vintage was of a very high standard across the Loire Valley this year with high quality reds
and seemingly fantastic quality whites which we hope to try fairly soon.
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CHINA

It’s been an unprecedented year for China with the start of the pandemic hitting hard in January through to March. The country has been on and off a very strict lockdown, but we did
manage to get a very large shipment of our winery agency locally which reached the UK in
March to be able to showcase the great wines of Silver Heights properly.
Throughout the year sales have been consistent both for investment and trade sales. Conditions for wine production are extreme in Ningxia where the wines are made for Silver Heights,
but the area was not too badly affected by Covid-19 so we can expect a very decent vintage
again for their two top wines, Emma’s Reserve and the Summit.
We also traded this year the wines from the LVMH group whose vineyards are located close to
Tibet, in an area called Shangri-La. A highlight has been what is considered the greatest and
finest Chinese wine, Ao Yun, which has a growing international reputation for excellence.
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LEBANON

2020 has been a year to forget for Lebanon with political struggle hampering business activity, Covid-19 decimating the economy, and the devastating explosion in central Beirut later in
the year. Life carries on with Lebanon used to being reborn from its ashes, but the challenges
ahead are great.
Our Lebanese partner winery Chateau Belle-Vue is located about 20km drive from Beirut and
was not affected by the Beirut blast, although Covid-19 has heavily disrupted the local community.
Chateau Belle-Vue has carried on business as much as possible with their characteristic determination and hope for a better future for the nation as a whole. 2020 promises to be a fine
vintage for them with the additional plantation of some Cabernet Franc and Sauvignon Blanc
vines. The current release is for the bold and long-lived 2012 reds which are proving outstanding. One to watch in 2021!
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SOUTH AFRICA

This historic winemaking country is our new addition to the Oeno portfolio. South Africa’s
handling of the Covid-19 has been peculiar to say the least with the ban on alcohol sales ever
since they went into lockdown bringing the local wine industry to its knees. Only the wineries with excellent export sales and international connections have been doing ok during the
pandemic.
Post Brexit it is likely that South African wines could gain more of a foothold in the UK market
should tariffs be imposed between the EU and UK. The country already offers fabulous value
for money and is generally underappreciated on the export market compared with its more
famous competitors like Australia and South America.
We are currently awaiting the arrival of shipments from a couple of new partner wineries in
South Africa. Graceland is a boutique winery located in Stellenbosch and run by Susan McNaughton who specialises in producing incredible reds at very soft pricing.
The second, also based in Stellenbosch, is Prime Spot run by Francois Van Zyl who is one of
the most talented and larger than life South African producers. The vintage this year has been
excellent and very consistent, so we can expect top quality wines in the years to come. I for
one am looking forward to introducing these soon to the UK market and to our valued clients!
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DA N I E L C A R N I O
CEO & Co-Founder

REGIONAL REPORTS
ITALY, SOUTH AMERICA & SPAIN
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ITALY

Italy has continued to perform well during 2020 as the booming market for investment-grade
wines continues to push other regions to the forefront. The traditional favourite Bordeaux
simply does not produce enough wine to cover surging demand, nor does Burgundy where
supply is strictly limited due to artisanal production and strict regulations.
This has created opportunities for countries like Italy to drastically increase their market share.
Italy has always come third after Bordeaux and Burgundy; according to Liv-ex, during November 2020 Bordeaux claimed a 37.6% market share against 23.4% for Burgundy and 15.1%
for Italy. What’s really exciting for Italy is that around 98% of market share for investmentgrade wines went to Bordeaux, and yet over the summer Italy’s market share hit a record 30%.
Over the first seventh months of 2020 Liv-ex also reported a 70% increase in Italian trade
value compared to the same period during 2019.
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Within Italy we see the strongest performance from Tuscany and Piedmont. Piedmont I like
to consider as the Italian answer to Burgundy with the fragmented, mosaic-like terroirs and
tiny production of Barolo. Iconic producers here include Giacomo Conterno whose majestic
Monfortino Barolo is always an outstanding investment.
Tuscany, on the other hand, is more like Bordeaux with big estates with a large presence in the
market and huge demand from collectors and investors. Probably the most famous example is
Sassicaia whose 2016 vintage is one of the best performing wines ever.
A key reason for Italy’s exceptional performance is increasing recognition of the country’s
winemaking excellence. One winery that I’m particularly proud of is Bibi Graetz whose Testamatta and Colore wines are consistently achieving 100 and 99 point scores from the likes of
Decanter and James Suckling. Bibi Graetz is one of the first wineries we started working with
when I founded Oeno, and their phenomenal success shows the level of research we do to
forecast the next generation of superstar wineries.
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SPAIN

Spain remains a classic choice in terms of value for money and quality, falling after traditional
market leaders like Bordeaux and Burgundy yet ahead of lesser-known regions like South
America. Oeno works with two of the finest regions in Rioja, Artadi and Benjamin Romeo,
where the quality of the wine never fails to impress. A few years ago I compared the scoring of
El Pison against Lafite and other First Growth estates and proved that this top Spanish wine
consistently outperforms these top Bordeaux wines in terms of quality.
At Oeno our success is largely down to our long-term mindset and our emphasis on forecasting and understanding future trends. Rather than simply buying Bordeaux because that’s what
people are drinking now, we analyse what will be in demand in 3 or 5 years from now. Most
likely this will be Spanish wines since the Chinese market is just starting to discover Italian
wines. Our emphasis on buying top quality Italian wines three years ago has paid off and we’re
now helping our investors exit the market with a healthy profit. Spain is likely to be the next
big thing for Chinese wine drinkers, making it a key focus for the Oeno portfolio in the near
future.
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SOUTH AMERICA

I expect to see a similar pattern emerging for South America in coming years. Chile already
has a number of exceptional wineries producing top quality investment-grade wines such as
Almaviva, Seña, and Viñedo Chadwick. This year the Seña 2018 picked up a perfect 100-point
score by James Suckling, with the Viñedo Chadwick 2018 close behind on 98 points. It’s important to remember that as well as netting perfect scores, these wines offer significantly lower
price points than their rivals in California or Bordeaux, for example.
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N IC OL A M E R I G H I
Head of Logistics

BREXIT LOGISTICS UPDATE
One of the many strengths of OenoFuture is making sure that ALL the wines that we buy are
in perfect condition, from the moment they leave the winery until they arrive at our bonded
warehouse. It is therefore essential for us to ship them in the best and most secure way possible
under the protection of a watertight insurance policy.
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To guard against any potential Brexit-related disruption we have taken the decision to use
two well-known logistics companies that help us maintain the top quality of all our wines. We
work closely with these partners to ensure the safe, fast and efficient movement of stock in
temperature-controlled conditions.
This attention to detail applies regardless of whether we are moving wines into the UK from
Europe or further afield, or delivering wines direct to private clients and our trade partners
within the UK. Here at Oeno we pride ourselves on always meeting our delivery deadlines and
ensuring each and every wine arrives at its destination at its best.
From the beginning of January when Brexit begins there will be some changes that are expected to bring extra costs and longer shipping times. For our clients we will work hard to ensure
this transition period runs as smoothly as possible and you can rest assured that all our wines
will always be bought, shipped and stored in perfect condition.
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INTERESTED IN FINDING OUT HOW
YOU COULD PROFIT FROM
WINE INVESTMENT?
Get in touch with us at info@oenofuture.com
to speak with one of our wine experts.
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